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1. What is the definition of total fertility rate?
2. What does movement of government bonds from AA
to A means?
3. If there is contraction in supply of circulated money
and that results in more purchasing power of money
or wages. What does it mean?
4. What was the repo rate of India in April 2018, as per
bi-monthly policy of RBI?
5. According to the recent rural sanitation survey in
2018, what percentage of rural homes have toilets?
6. Which organisation releases inclusive development
index?
7. In the recent budget, 10 tourists sites were named as
income tourist destinations. Which of the following is
not an income tourist destination.
8. 2030 sustainable development goals has 17 goals and
_____ targets.
9. According to IMF world Economic Outlook, what is the
forecasted growth rate of india by 2019?
10. According to Economic survey 2017-18, out of 32
states, 15 states have _____ dominant factor
contributing towards states gross value added.
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11. Right to move freely throughout the country comes
under which article of the federal constitution?
12. Multi- dimensional poverty Index (MPI) is given by
which organisation?
13. What is the meaning of devaluation?
14. What is the full form of R in SPMRM?
15. Which of the following is incorrect with respect to
Flls?
a) Ceiling in paid up capital at 10%
b) Registration with SEBI
c) Ceiling monitored by RBI
d) Flls invest in india through portfolio investment
scheme (For NRIs)
e) Flls - liquidity
16. According to national health policy, which of the
following is not. Target to be met by 2025?
17. Which of the following is not a sustainable
development goal?
a) Health
b) Clean energy
c) Water sanitation
d) Wetlands (RAMSAR)
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e) Sustainable cities
18. How much load is to be provided by the government
to self help groups (SHG) by 2019
19. If an employee is looking for a new employer, then
what kind of employment is this?
20. National cooperative development corporation comes
under which ministry?
21. In 2014, Urjit patel committee of RBI changed the
measure of inflation and gave a new measure of
inflation, what the the new measure of inflation?
22. According to ILO, what is the latest unemployment
rate in india?
23. If there is poverty in economy due to sudden crisis,
then it is a kind of which poverty?
24. DDU GKY comes under which ministry?
25. Which country is the largest source of foreign
investment in india?
26. Which is the following is not a reason for trade barrier
in a country?
27. What is the full form of M in TRIMS?
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28. According to the economic survey, which is the
percentage of impact on un-irrigation areas in
agriculture due to climate change?
29. What was the monthly revenue of GST in April 2018?
30. According to WB Economic report, what should india
do?
a) Reverse the impact of demonetisation
b) Lower Fiscal Deficit
c) Improve law & order
d) Increase private investment and export (As per ET)
e) None of the above
31. Government has said to double agriculture income by
2022. What measures will be taken to do so?
32. If the legal system and the private sector works
without interference of the government, then what
kind of economy is it called?
33. Which division of central statistics office (CSO)
prepare national accounts?
34. According to the economic survey 2018, after GST the
taxpayer base has increased to?
35. In January 2018, what percentage if out country was
declared open defecation free?
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36. According to ministry of shipping, what percentage of
external trade is handled by ports?
37. The following are developmental expenditures and
are non-developmental expenditures. Which of the
following is non developmental expenditure?
a) Compensation and assignment to panchayats
b) Information and broadcasting
c) Education
d) Health
38. According to world bank, what will be the percentage
of agriculture work force in india by 2050?
39. According to census 2011, what was the literacy rate
of india?
40. What is the total share of top 5 states in india’s total
export?
Watch This Video For Answers of the above Questions:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9xNPAQfdA4s&t=282s
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